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FATHER SIMON SAYS...
Fr. Simon Lobo, CC
Pastor

LIVING STONES
Where were you on May 16, 2010? I
was a not-quite-one-year-old priest
serving at a parish in Ottawa. Some
of you may have been in a very
different place in terms of faith back then. But
some of you were present when the church doors
of Saint Benedict Parish first swung open, marking
the beginning of an exciting journey – one that
none of us could have predicted.
I am so grateful for all of those who had the
foresight and the courage to blaze the trail. Under
the leadership of Fr. Bernie O’Neill, our beautiful
church was built as a tangible place to worship
God. Under the leadership of Fr. James Mallon,
the faith community was fortified with a primary
focus on our mission: to go out and make disciples
for Jesus! I feel deeply privileged to be the pastor
of this remarkable parish for this milestone.
With all that we have to celebrate, there is also a
sadness, because we cannot gather physically in
our church on this anniversary. There is so much
pain and grief in our province; COVID-19 and the
need for physical distancing, our nation’s worst
mass shooting, and a tragic military helicopter
crash. I don’t have a simple answer to explain or
minimize all of this suffering, but I did create a
short video that you might find helpful as you
wrestle with these tragedies. (Search YouTube for
‘Fr. Simon Message of Hope’.)
This experience of separation, especially on
our 10th anniversary, forces us to confront the
question, What is the Church? Our faith is meant
to be incarnational (meaning that you experience
faith with your five senses), so we should celebrate
our beautiful building. However, the Church is so
much more than bricks and mortar. Scripture says
in 1 Peter 2:5, “Like living stones, let yourselves
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FATHER SIMON SAYS continued
be built into a spiritual house.” The Parish is
the People! Let’s look to the next 10 years
and, together, continue to be a parish of
people on a mission to bring others into a lifegiving relationship with Jesus.

be working with Matt Vaughan and Laura
O’Rourke to figure out how to engage,
evangelize, and disciple people in our new
digital mission field. Even after we reopen our
church building, we want our online presence
to be robust and thriving. Noreen Smith, who
has a natural heart for people and hospitality,
GET A LIFE... GROUP
is leading the Neighbour Care team, together
It’s hard to believe, but in this season we are
reaching more people than ever before. Every with Dinah Simmons, Catherine Gould, and
Sunday we have thousands and thousands of Deacon David. We’ve always wanted to be a
parish that reaches beyond; this is a concrete
views online and, thus, have a responsibility
to help each of these people take a step on the ministry of love!
journey.
Finally, we have been blessed by a lot of staff
Deacon David preached on May 10th, publicly support from Divine Renovation Ministry to
unveiling what we’re now referring to as Life take our Livestream experience to the next
level. Given all that we have received, we have
Groups. Previously, we spoke of Connect
Groups and Discipleship Groups. For the sake felt called to ‘pay it forward’. We have asked
Kate Robinson to offer part-time help to Holy
of simplicity, we have brought both kinds of
Trinity Parish in Lower Sackville to take their
groups under one umbrella with the same
Communications to the next level. Kate was
three-fold purpose: Connect, Grow, Pray!
thrilled at the opportunity and Holy Trinity
People experience isolation and loneliness
is truly grateful for the support. We will be
at the best of times, but this is made even
more acute as we are physically distancing. So trying out this experiment for a few months.
This is a huge win for the Kingdom of God.
we are trying to create easy entry points for
authentic Christian community. Please visit
SPECIAL ANNIVERSARY GIFT
our website to sign up to lead or join a Life
I want to thank the amazing groups from the
Group: saintbenedict.ca/lifegroups.
three previous parishes who worked so hard to
give us our beautiful building. A few years ago,
REALLOCATING RESOURCES
We have temporarily re-organized our staff to Frank Leblanc compiled an amazing resource
better respond to the needs and opportunities detailing the process of how the building
of this season. The staff have been subdivided came together and explaining much of the
artwork and design detail. Thank you Frank
into five streamlined teams: Community &
for capturing this for posterity. The staff has
Growth (Alpha, Life Groups, Kids, Youth),
been working to present this in an attractive,
Operations (Finance, Facility, ChurchSuite trimmed down version as a wonderful
our parish’s database), Worship (Livestream,
keepsake of this anniversary.
A/V, Mass, Adoration), Online Presence
(Website, Social Media, Communications,
We are offering two magazines this weekend
Online Engagement), and Neighbour Care
(phone tree, reaching the most vulnerable and as a combination gift to you. While the
Anniversary Booklet honours the sacred
isolated).
space, this Bene Dictus celebrates a few of the
transformed lives which, together, make up
These last two teams are new. Fr. Alex will
our beloved parish: Saint Benedict!
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CALLED TO HIS MISSION
Megan Noye
Ora Ministry

This reflection is for next
Sunday’s Gospel, Matthew
28:16-20.
Doubt is used as a verb to describe
both feeling uncertain and being afraid.
Uncertainty and fear. For
many, including myself,
this is a season of doubt.
With so many unknowns
in our world right now, it
can be so easy to fall into
a pattern of unsureness,
having doubt in oneself and
maybe even doubt in God.
Experiencing doubt often
leaves you feeling indecisive,
pessimistic, and without
motivation. I often find
myself feeling guilty for my
doubt. Being consumed by
uncertainty can produce
sentiments of being ‘stuck’
that may reach all corners of
your life. God certainly does
not desire these feelings
for us. Our loving Father
wants nothing more than for us to thrive in
sureness and joy. But, fortunately for us, He
is also an understanding Father. He knows
that doubt is a normal human emotion and
he does not condemn us for it.
In fact, during one of the most important
messages that Jesus gave, He surrounded
himself with doubters. The Great
Commission is for everyone. Jesus invites
all people to receive His message. Although
it is okay to have doubts, it is important
to know that we are still called by the Lord
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to live out his purpose for us each day. No
matter where you are in your faith, you
should always share your faith with others.
Never let the shame of your doubts get
in the way of loving others as the Lord
would. Each and every person’s testimony is
valuable and impactful, whether they have
doubts or not. Jesus does not simply call the
most faithful and most convicted, but he
calls every single one of us into His mission.
Doubt should not silence us.
Rather, it should be used to
exemplify that every person
can have a relationship with
God, as he is with us always.
Your voice always has power
when you use it for the Lord.
And in turn, sharing with
others will only strengthen
your faith. Gathering
together is so important.
In times of doubt, I find
myself wary of gathering
with others where I would
share my faith. But these
experiences only end up
reinforcing my love for God
and the knowledge that he
loves me, too. As a church,
we can be so instrumental
in helping to strengthen each other’s faith
by worshiping together and sharing, despite
our faults and doubts (which everyone
has!). I pray that we may have the courage to
overcome our doubts and that we may not
refrain from sharing God’s goodness while
we maneuver through that uncertainty.
Amen.
Megan is a contributor to Ora, where you can
read reflections for the weekend Mass readings.
Go to oraministry.weebly.com to read more.
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SPIRITUAL METABOLISM
John Rae

Bene Dictus Team

With the COVID-19 pandemic,
there are a lot of issues for us
to digest. As Christians, how
do we spiritually ‘metabolize’
this situation? St. Thomas
Aquinas’ theological work on
creation might offer us some
things to ponder. For example,
the creation of a cake has
four aspects: 1. a recipe (or
design), 2. ingredients, 3. a
baker, and 4. a purpose (like
a birthday or wedding). As
a modern person, we would
assume that the cake is created
once its icing has been applied,
but in Aquinas’ mind, the apex
of creation for the cake is when
it is consumed. Its creation is
only complete when it fulfils its
final purpose. It is made in love,
for love, accepted with love,
consumed in love, and becomes love. Hebrews
12:19 says, “Our God is an all-consuming
fire.” So, for us creatures, the consummation
of our creation is to be consumed by the fire
of God’s love.
Modern culture overemphasizes aspects
2 and 3; it only values the ingredients
(economics) and the baker (politics). Design
and purpose are just optional extras created
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by religious or cultural factions as a way to
cope with the world. If the current secular
wisdom downplays our design and purpose,
that might be a good thing, as long as the
culture values the other aspects. But once
the heat gets turned up with something like
COVID-19, it can become terrifying. The
fear may come from realizing
that what we have culturally
consumed has given us no
nourishment to deal with the
deep questions of the crisis.
This can be the motivation
to start a search for our real
purpose.
Scottish theologian George
Macdonald says that, in God’s
eyes, experiencing fear is more
valuable than pursuing a ‘feel
good’ philosophy, since fear
can eventually lead to wisdom,
whereas ‘letting the good times
roll’ just masks the inevitable
arrival of evil. Wisdom can be
defined as the ability to hold all four aspects
of creation in proper balance. Maybe the fear
generated by COVID-19 will be, for some
people, the beginning of wisdom, or in other
words, the seeds of faith.
As Christians, our salvation consists in
being metabolized by the love of God which
gives us the fortitude to digest the trials and
tribulations that we are fed in this life.
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LIVING IN HOPE
Matt Kerrigan

Bene Dictus Team

As we make our way through
this challenging time, I have a
sense we are all focussing on
change and what the future holds. Because
our current situation is unprecedented in
modern times, it gives rise to doubt in many
forms. I certainly experienced doubts about
my own responses. Encouraged by one of Fr.
Simon’s recent homilies, I turned over my
doubts to the Lord. In Him, all things are
possible. I love the idea of making a dead
end into a doorway. Instead of thinking
about what can’t be, I began considering
what can be.
Fr. Alex further encouraged my response
to this pandemic. He suggested that “a
defective perspective needs a perspective
corrective.” Maintaining a pre-COVID-19
perspective was obviously defective. I
needed to find a new vantage point to see
and adjust to current circumstances. He
caused me to consider that despair and hope
are two sides of the same coin. How am I
looking at things? Is the glass half full or
half empty? How would it all look if I were
100 metres in the air? I’m staying on the
hope side of the coin.
Here are some correctives that occurred to
me. Sadly, isolation can separate me from
people I like to hang out with. On the other
hand, isolation also separates me from
the busyness of the daily grind, the selfperpetuating routine. Isolation can look like
the deprivation of my ‘normal’ stuff. Or, it
can look like a respite, some time off from
being caught up in the swirl.
Quiet, even silence, can seem like someone
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has turned off my entertainment and my
flow of information. Or it can look like an
opportunity to go deeper within myself, to
not rely on being stimulated by media, but
to be focused on what lies deep within me.
The constant updating of new cases of
COVID-19 and further deaths caused me to
think about mortality: my life and the lives
of my loved ones. This life is finite. I began
to ask, “Am I using mine in the best way
possible? With no waste?” Reflecting can
reveal both how I may be stuck and how I
might grow.
Quite often over these past several weeks
I have heard people say, “When things get
back to normal.” I have thought about it
too, but recently I think more about what
the ‘new normal’ might look like. How
will our world be different? We have been
forced to pause and think about just about
everything, so I think we will see greater
intentionality in the future. There will be a
lot less life lived on autopilot.
I have also heard people say that “God
has our attention, and He is inviting us to
consider new directions, and to make some
course corrections.” I agree, and have a sense
we will respond in some amazing ways.
Anxiety elicits a variety of responses in
me. Over these past weeks, my initial
anxiety has gradually become an anxious
anticipation of how our world might change
for the better. The care and compassion I
have witnessed daily gives me hope that the
way we see each other will make kindness
the new normal. I’m hopeful that our virtual
hugs will eventually become real hugs and
the beatitudes Jesus taught us will become
our new way we live.
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STAFF PROFILE: TANYA
Matt Vaughan

Communications Coordinator

Each month we’ll be featuring
a profile on one of the
Saint Benedict Parish staff members so
parishioners can get to know them a little
better and get a better sense of what
they do at the parish. This month, we’re
featuring Tanya Noye.

What did you do before you worked
at Saint Benedict Parish?
I was a nurse for 23 years before coming
to work at Saint Benedict Parish fulltime. As a nurse, I worked in long-term
care, community health, mental health,
postpartum, and for the last seven years
of nursing I worked in a women’s health
clinic.

What do you like most about
working at Saint Benedict Parish?
The people! I love the staff and our
amazing parishioners! I love that
What staff team are you on?
everyone is so focused on the mission
I’m on the Parish Leadership Team
that Jesus has given us! It is a beautiful
(PLT) and I’m the Community & Growth thing to see people who genuinely care
Team Leader.
for others and want to share their faith,
What’s your job at the parish?
TANYA: Alpha & Engagement.

How long have you worked at Saint
Benedict Parish?
It will be two years next month since I
left nursing to work full time at Saint
Benedict Parish.
What does your job entail? What’s a
typical week look like for you?
A lot of my time is spent planning Alpha
and strategizing how to best engage
our team and guests. I love spending
time with the people who serve, and
supporting them in their leadership and
growth is one of the most rewarding
parts of my job! I have a lot of one-onone meetings, when I meet with the
staff I support to help them with their
ministries, and I also meet with the PLT
each week.
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and I get to witness that every single
day, even in these times of isolation.
I see parishioners reaching out to one
another, I see staff working so hard and
collaborating together to make things
accessible. It’s really remarkable how
we’ve all come together at this time!
We’ve said for years that our church
is not the building, it’s the people; the
living stones. I think we’ve proven that
since we are still coming together as a
church, even if it is virtually.
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Do you have a favourite memory
from your time working here?
Every Alpha Weekend Away, when I get
to hear people sharing about how the
Holy Spirit has worked in them, that is
my favourite thing!
What do you like to do outside of
work?
Spending time with my kids, watching
Disney movies, being social with friends
(over Zoom right now!), and hiking.
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Book your FREE
Lunch and Tour
today!
For more information, visit
experienceparkland.com
118 Fairfax Dr., Halifax
902.404.4042

Rafah
Di Costanzo
MLA - CLAYTON PARK
ARK WEST

397 Bedford Hwy.
Suite 201
Halifax, NS B3M 2L3
@RafahDiCostanzo

(902) 443 8318
Rafah@RafahDicostanzo.com
.com
@RafahDiCostanzoNS
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KEEPING CONNECTED
Susan LeRue

Bene Dictus Team

I asked a number of parishioners
the same question: What does
it mean to you to be able to
connect with your Saint Benedict Parish
Life Group during this time of isolation?
Here is what they shared.
“Before the pandemic, our group of nine
people met about three times. By the third
get-together, we were teasing each other,
being friendly, and openly sharing with each
other. By the time the pandemic struck, we
were pretty solid, and we wanted to keep
connecting. Zoom has allowed us to stay
connected, and I consider it a blessing. Our
group can continue to pray for each other,
for the ending of the pandemic, and for the
poor people who lost their lives in the recent
shooting tragedy and for the families of the
victims.”
– Joan Foren
“I think Zoom is great, particularly for
those that may be alone, knowing that
each day they are going to have company
and someone there for them. Zoom seems
so personal, and you can’t beat personal
contact. Prayer time is great, too, and it
gives us time to reflect on how lucky we
really are, even with challenges that we all
face. We know that we are not alone.”
– Joe Young

with adults has kept me going. Truly, as
a single mother, quarantine is tough for
many reasons, but one of the most profound
difficulties is the lack of adult interaction.
Loneliness is hard, especially when you’re
a social person by nature. My group is a
guaranteed girls’ night every week. Praise
God!”
– Jennifer Jenkins
“While the pandemic is truly a world tragedy
with many lives lost and so much financial
disruption, there have been some silver
linings, such as people appreciating much
of what they always took for granted. Our
Zoom meetings each day have been a true
blessing, especially for those people who
live alone. It’s great to see each other, share
smiles, prayers, updates, funny stories... I
believe any group would benefit by using the
chance to stay connected, even virtually.”
– Colin MacMillan
“Our Zoom meetings mean the world to me.
My friends are all in the room with me, and
I can see and hear them and pray with them.
I love their smiles! It is the highlight of my
day. It boosts my spirit, and it helps me to
believe that we can get through this and we
will be stronger in our faith because of it.”
– Andi MacMillan
“Being connected through Zoom during this
pandemic is keeping me sane; it’s like having
my Christian family in my own living room.
Also, it gives me a reason to put on my
makeup in the morning as we meet at 11am,
Monday to Friday. It’s absolutely the next
best thing to being together in person.”
– Dolores D’Entremont

“It means so very much to me, as I’m sure
it does to everyone, to keep in contact this
way during this difficult and unprecedented
time. We’re meant to live in community
with each other, and to have that taken away
“I look forward everyday to seeing my Life
is scary. Some weeks, just knowing that I
have a scheduled time every week to interact Group. They are my family now that I cannot
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be with my personal family. We lift each
other’s spirits. It is our way to connect with
each other as a Saint Benedict family. I only
wish I could give a huge hug to every one of
them right now. I really miss our hugs.”
– Carol Catchpaugh

“Getting together on Zoom is great. I miss
the hugs, but virtual smiles are beautiful!
Our prayer time together is our opportunity
to let our group know what is happening
in our lives, because COVID-19 has taken
all our ‘normal’ things. Having said all
that, nothing can replace being with our
“It’s been very comforting to be able to see
wonderful priests and Saint Benedict
and connect with my faith family during this parishioners!”
challenging time. It can sometimes feel like – Delores Rutledge
we are disconnected from one another, even
at times it can feel like we are disconnected “I love keeping connected with our group.
from our Lord. But these little moments of
It’s so uplifting, both our prayer time and
support, kindness, and love truly give me
conversation. It’s wonderful to see smiling
hope and peace. It’s been great to see the
faces and to ask for prayers and courage
people and the kids in our group, to laugh
during this pandemic. I would gladly
together, and to still be able to grow in our
recommend Zoom to any group!”
fellowship and in our faith.”
– Celeste Scanlan
– Rachel Chiasson
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NEIGHBOUR CARE
Taya Vaci

individuals registered at Saint Benedict
Parish one-by-one. The first stage is to
simply connect and pray with someone.
10 years ago, Saint Benedict
How are they doing? Do they need any
Parish celebrated its first Mass support with errands? Are they able to
in its new building, attended by connect with technology? Would they
members of the three amalgamated parishes like to be connected with friends in a Life
as well as a mix of newcomers. With the
Group? From that initial inquiry, the fun
awkwardness of determining where your
of connecting begins. It’s like a new version
‘spot’ was in the new building, it’s fair to
of the phone tree, but where volunteers
say we were mostly strangers to each other! have their boots on the ground, caring
Fast forward 10 years later and we know
for others. Given the results of the initial
immediately that Saint Benedict Parish has Neighbour Care ministry, there is now a
no trace of strangers, but rather, everyone is Teen Neighbour Care ministry. Young adults
loved as family!
from our parish are encouraged to connect
with other young adults.
The love is such that, when the reality hit
that COVID-19 would cause the physical
One volunteer recently shared a beautiful
doors of the parish to close, many action
story, from a time when they connected
plans to stay connected were put in place.
with a parishioner through Neighbour Care.
The Neighbour Care ministry was born as a The parishioner shared that they lived alone
response to ensure this parish family stayed and were struggling with the insecurity
virtually connected during this extended
of being able to get groceries, while at
pandemic.
the same time hesitant to inconvenience
anyone for support. The volunteer assured
Neighbour Care is made up of a few
the parishioner that Neighbour Care is
dozen volunteers that call the 3,400 plus
driven by a desire to serve and support.
Within 15 minutes of reaching out, another
ministry, Food for Families, responded with
a financial gift that allowed this volunteer
to get groceries for the parishioner in need.
The Neighbour Care volunteer shared this:
“In this time of darkness, God is surely
illuminating hearts by creatively teaching us
how to intimately and intentionally connect
with one other, no matter the obstacle that
is placed before us.”
Bene Dictus Team

This is just one example of why Neighbour
Care came to fruition. If you would like to
get connected with Neighbour Care, email
Noreen Smith:
noreens@saintbenedict.ca.
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Place your trust in us.
71 McQuade Lake Crescent, Halifax
(902) 835-4212 | www.tjtracey.com

• Halifax’s only family-owned funeral home offering
affordable burial & cremation plans.
• Appointments in the comfort of your own home.
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PARISH STAFF TEAM
CATHERINE GOULD

LAURA O’ROURKE

BILL SCOLLARD

MATT VAUGHAN

ROB MCDOWELL

COREY ROBINSON

ARLENE SIBLEY

CHRIS YETMAN

Life Groups & Neighbour Care
CatherineG@saintbenedict.ca
Preaching Support
RobM@saintbenedict.ca

TANYA NOYE

Alpha & Engagement
TanyaN@saintbenedict.ca

RYAN ORLANDO

Facilities
RyanO@saintbenedict.ca

Children’s Ministry
LauraO@saintbenedict.ca
Youth Ministry
CoreyR@saintbenedict.ca

KATE ROBINSON

ChurchSuite
KateR@saintbenedict.ca

PETER SALAH

Audiovisual
PeterS@saintbenedict.ca

If you are interested in the sacraments of baptism or
marriage at Saint Benedict Parish, please note that in
addition to preparation, we require that you get in touch
with us a minimum of three months in advance of your
hoped-for date for baptism and one year prior to your
desired wedding date.
			
For information on baptisms, please email Carol:
baptisms@saintbenedict.ca.
For information on weddings, please email
Deacon David Viscount: weddings@saintbenedict.ca.
For information on preparation for the sacraments of
First Reconciliation and First Communion, please email
PACT@saintbenedict.ca.
For information on becoming Catholic, please email
RCIA@saintbenedict.ca.

Life Groups
BillS@saintbenedict.ca

Communications
MattV@saintbenedict.ca

Game Plan Support & Pastor’s Assistant

ArleneS@saintbenedict.ca

Finance
ChrisYetman@saintbenedict.ca

DINAH SIMMONS

Worship & Sacraments
DinahS@saintbenedict.ca

NOREEN SMITH

FOR GENERAL INQUIRIES
Office@SaintBenedict.ca

Neighbour Care
NoreenS@saintbenedict.ca

FINANCIAL UPDATE - MARCH 2020
SUNDAY COLLECTIONS
ENVELOPES
AUTOMATIC GIVING
LOOSE
ONLINE
TOTAL
PARISH DEBT REDUCTION
ENVELOPES
AUTOMATIC GIVING

RECEIVED

687
428

$19,777
$61,600

-

$4,590

RECEIVED

INTEREST PAID (ON MORTGAGE)

$10,321
$96,288
TOTAL

AVERAGE

$28.79
$143.93*

AVERAGE

100

$2,883

$28.83

51

$2,582

$50.63*
$349,625

MORTGAGE BALANCE (AS OF MONTH END)
PRINCIPAL PAID (ON MORTGAGE)

TOTAL

Payments deferred due to
COVID-19

$1,268
$1,268

For funerals, or to be connected with our funeral ministry TOTAL PAID (ON MORTGAGE)
team, please call the parish office at 902-443-0725 and *NOTE: Automatic Giving average includes weekly, bi-weekly, and monthly
withdrawals, which are totalled and divided by the number of givers.
listen to the prompts.

